Background: Although it has been reported that high hospital patient volume results in survival and cost benefits for several diseases, it is uncertain whether this association is applicable in burn care. Methods: We conducted a retrospective observational study on severe burn patients, defined by a burn index ≥ 10, using 2010-2015 data from a Japanese national administrative claim database. A generalized additive mixed-effect model (GAMM) was used to evaluate the nonlinear associations between patient volume and the outcomes (in-hospital mortality, healthcare costs per admission, and hospital-free days at 90 days). Generalized linear mixed-effect regression models (GLMMs) in which patient volume was incorporated as a continuous or categorical variable (≤ 5 or > 5) were also performed. Patient severity was adjusted using the prognostic burn index (PBI) or the risk adjustment model developed in this study, simultaneously controlling for hospital-level clustering. Sensitivity analyses evaluating patients who were directly transported, those with PBI ≤ 120 and those excluding patients who died within 2 days of admission, were also performed.
Introduction
Although the incidence, severity, and mortality rates of burns were reported to be decreasing in highly developed countries, burns still generate a significant socioeconomic and healthcare burden globally [1, 2] . A potential volume-outcome relationship has been reported in several diseases or procedures requiring highly specialized care or techniques [3] [4] [5] . Treatment for severe burn injury generally requires enormous amounts of human and material resources relating to specialized intensive care, multistage surgery, and prolonged rehabilitation. Therefore, it was recommended that severe burn injury should be treated by expert multidisciplinary teams that are skilled in specialized strategy [6] . Hence, we hypothesized that a volume-outcome relationship can be anticipated in severe burn care, and thus, superiority regarding patient outcomes and resource utilization is expected in high-volume facilities. However, the results from existing literatures that investigated this relationship in burn patients were inconsistent, with some studies reporting associations between a high patient volume and reductions in in-hospital mortality [7, 8] , and other studies reporting no such association [9] [10] [11] . Furthermore, most of those studies included less severe cases not requiring specialized strategy. Studies regarding healthcare costs according to patient volume have been scarce.
In this study, we evaluated the associations of hospitals' severe burn patient volume with survival and cost benefits using a Japanese national administrative inpatient database.
Methods

Study design and settings
This was a retrospective study that evaluated the association between hospital patient volume and outcomes in severe burn patients. We analyzed the data of the Japanese Diagnosis Procedure Combination (DPC) database from the fiscal year of 2010 to 2015. The DPC database is a Japanese nationwide administrative database linked to the reimbursement system for inpatients in Japanese hospitals. It contains claims for every drug administered and every procedure and care provided for each patient during hospitalization. The payments can be estimated based on the reference prices in the Japanese fee schedule, which was recorded on a piecework payment basis rather than a bundled payment basis and independent from institutional functional evaluation coefficients. Furthermore, the DPC database also functions as a case-mix classification system. In addition to the patient demographic information and the treating hospital's information, a maximum of four primary diagnoses, comorbidities at admission, and post-admission complications are independently recorded for each patient using the International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision (ICD-10) code. Since more than 1500 hospitals including 271/279 (97.1%) of government-approved tertiary emergency hospitals had participated in the DPC database by the end of 2015, a substantial proportion of severe burn patients could be identified using the database. Further details regarding the DPC database were reviewed elsewhere [12] .
This study was conducted according to the principles of the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki and its later amendments. The institutional review board of the Tokyo Medical and Dental University approved this study (#788). Informed consent from each patient was not required because of the retrospective study design and the use of anonymized patient and hospital data.
Study population
Patients admitted because of burn injury (ICD-10 codes T20-T31) between April 1, 2010, and March 31, 2015, were identified in the DPC database. Of those, we included patients whose burn index [13] was more than or equal to 10. We excluded patients who had experienced cardiac arrest in prehospital settings, had the diagnosis of burn sequelae (T95X) at admission, and lacked the specific code for emergency admission. For patients who were admitted multiple times with the diagnostic code of burn, the second and subsequent admission(s) were excluded from the analysis. Patients who were transferred to another hospital within 3 days of admission were also excluded because most of them could be regarded as not having completed the initial management and were transferred for specialized care.
Data collection
We collected the following information: age; sex; ICD-10 codes for primary diagnoses and concurrent diagnoses at admission; burn index; year of injury; unique hospital identifier; information regarding whether the patient was transferred from another hospital; information regarding whether patient had a disturbance of consciousness; information regarding presence of inhalation injury; presence or absence of specific reimbursement claims during the first 2 days of admission regarding escharotomy, mechanical ventilation, red blood cell (RBC) transfusion, haptoglobin, vasopressors (norepinephrine or dopamine), and intensive care provided by government-approved advanced intensive care units (ICUs); length of hospital stay; status at hospital discharge (survived or deceased); and total healthcare cost per admission. We further collected information on whether skin grafting was performed during hospitalization, in which the information on the use of artificial epidermis or autologous cultured epidermis were also collected to assess the treating hospital's preference. Regarding hospital-related variables, information on the hospital status (whether it was a government-approved advanced hospital) and the number of ICU beds in the hospital were collected. Patient comorbidities were assessed using the Charlson Comorbidity Index [14] that was calculated by extracting the ICD-10 codes based on the method reported by Quan et al. [15] . The prognostic burn index (PBI) [16] , the burn severity score widely used in Asian countries [16] [17] [18] [19] , was calculated for each patient using age and burn index.
Definitions and outcomes
The primary outcome was defined as in-hospital mortality, and the secondary outcomes were defined as total healthcare costs and hospital-free days at 90 days. Patient volume was defined as the mean number of annual severe burn patients admitted in each hospital during the study period. Hospital-free days were defined as days of being alive and free from hospitalization, which were recommended as composite measures for the length of hospital stay and mortality [20] . Total healthcare costs were defined as all aggregated payments (except for boarding costs) during hospitalization, including costs for surgical, pharmacological, laboratory, and other inpatient services. As the costs were recorded in yen in the DPC database, in this analysis, we converted them into US dollars (100 yen = $1 USD).
Statistical analysis
To appropriately estimate the patient volume per hospital, we used a multiple imputation method because the missing mechanism in the naïve data could be assumed as missing at random from clinical perspective. Missing data on the collected variables were complemented by multivariate imputation using chained equations with 10 iterations, and 15 datasets were produced. Descriptive statistics displayed categorical variables as counts and percentages, and numeric or ordered variables as medians and interquartile ranges (IQR) after pooling all the imputed datasets into one dataset. Predictive statistics displayed the estimators as point estimation and 95% confidence intervals (CI) integrated across the imputed datasets based on Rubin's rule [21] .
We evaluated the association between patient volume and the outcomes using a generalized additive mixed-effect model (GAMM) with the residual maximum likelihood method, considering possible nonlinear relationships between patient volume and outcomes [22] . The model was adjusted for PBI (a fixed effect variable) and the unique hospital identifier (a random effect variable), while patient volume was included in the model as a smoothing term. We further analyzed volume-outcome relationships using a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM), adjusted for PBI (a fixed effect variable) and the unique hospital identifier (a random effect variable). In this analysis, patient volume was included in the model as a continuous or dichotomized categorical variable (≤ 5 or > 5). The cutoff threshold was determined to maintain a sufficient number of patients and hospitals in each group. A mixed-effects logistic regression model was used for the outcome of in-hospital mortality, and a mixed-effect linear regression model was used for the outcomes of total healthcare costs and hospital-free days. GAMM and GLMM models could explain both patient-level confounding and hospital-level clustering simultaneously. Regarding the cost analyses, considering the effect of the length of the hospital stay, analyses adjusting for the length of hospital stay (as a fixed effect variable) were also performed.
We further performed sensitivity analyses by analyzing different sub-study populations. First, we analyzed the population who were directly transported to the hospital from the injured scene, considering the heterogeneity of patients transferred from another hospital. Second, we analyzed only the population with PBI ≤ 120, considering the possibility that the high-volume hospitals treated more number of fatal patients whom we could not rescue even if every high-quality treatment was provided. In these two analyses, the volume-outcome relationship was assessed using the aforementioned GAMM and GLMM models with the adjustment for PBI. Finally, considering the issue of residual confounding due to the nature of the retrospective study design, we developed a risk adjustment model for in-hospital mortality by including the following variables: age, sex, burn index, year of injury, Charlson Comorbidity Index, consciousness level at admission (alert or not), admitted ward, and presence or absence of inhalation injury, as well as the following interventions performed within 2 days of admission: mechanical ventilation, escharotomy, haptoglobin use, vasopressor use, and RBC transfusion. Hospital-related variables on the number of ICU beds, the hospital status, and the proportion of transferred patients from another hospital during the observation period were also included in the model. Those variables were selected based on previous studies [23, 24] and clinical perspective, and they were incorporated into a logistic regression model. Issues with variable multicollinearity were assessed by a variance inflation factor, and the tolerance value was set at lower than 2. In this model, we were forced to exclude patients who died within 2 days of admission considering the issue of immortal time bias, because variables for interventions performed within 2 days of admission were used in the developed risk adjustment model. The risk adjustment model was established using a random sample of 80% of the cohort, and its discriminative performance was validated in the remaining 20% of the cohort. Discriminative ability and calibration were assessed using the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) and a Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test, respectively. We then evaluated the association between patient volume and the outcomes using GAMM and GLMM models adjusted for the developed risk adjustment model instead of PBI.
As eliminating the issue of residual confounding was impossible because of the nature of the retrospective database analysis, we performed a quantitative bias analysis for in-hospital mortality in the primary analysis model. We evaluated an E value that can objectively estimate the minimum impact of a hypothetical unmeasured confounder, which can explain the observed risk away, without the assumption of prevalence of the unmeasured confounder. [25, 26] All statistical analyses were performed using R software (version 3.5.1; R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) and a commander module that incorporates frequently used biostatistical functions. A two-sided p value < 0.05 was considered as statistically significant. Table 1 . Patient characteristics in the naïve data, including the proportions of missing data, are presented in Additional file 1: Table S1 . Among the entire study cohort, the overall in-hospital mortality rate was 24.5% and median total healthcare costs and hospital-free days at 90 days (interquartile range) were $23,628 (7452, 58,458) and 28 days (0, 67), respectively. There were differences between hospital categories for several variables relating to patient severity; however, PBI had a sufficient discriminative ability with an AUROC of 0.86 in this study cohort (Additional file 2: Figure S1A ), indicating that PBI could be used as a useful risk adjustment measure by itself.
Results
Primary analysis
The GAMM plots for in-hospital mortality, total healthcare costs, and hospital-free days at 90 days are shown in Fig. 2 . The risk of in-hospital mortality increased up to the patient volume of six per year, and then plateaued, while the total healthcare costs increased according to patient volume up to 10 patients per year, and then plateaued. Moreover, fewer hospital-free days were observed in the higher volume hospitals. In the GLMM analysis in which patient volume was incorporated as a continuous variable, high patient volume was significantly associated with an increased risk of in-hospital mortality ( (Table 3) . These results were consistent with the results of GAMM and GLMM models that used patient volume as a continuous variable. The quantitative bias analysis showed that the estimated E value was 1.34 in the main analysis, meaning that the observed association with adjusted odds ratio of 1.14 could be explained away by a possible unmeasured confounder that was associated with both the patient volume and the in-hospital mortality by an odds ratio of 1.34-fold each, on the condition with the adjustment for PBI, but weaker confounding could not do so. Also, the estimated null E value was 1.26, meaning that the confidence interval could be moved to include the null by a possible unmeasured confounder, that was associated with both the patient volume and in-hospital mortality, by an odds ratio of 1.26-fold each, on the condition with the adjustment for PBI.
Sensitivity analyses
A histogram of the hospital numbers and the volume of severe burn patients who were directly transported from the scene of injury is shown in Additional file 3: Figure S2 . A total of 3712 patients from 625 hospitals were analyzed. Patient characteristics of the multiple imputed and the naïve data are presented in Additional file 4: Table S2 and Additional file 5:  Table S3 , respectively. PBI had sufficient discriminative ability with an AUROC of 0.86 (Additional file 2: Figure S1A ). The GAMM plots of this cohort showed similar trends compared to those of the original study population (Additional file 6: Figure S3 ). In the GLMM model, in which patient volume was incorporated as a continuous variable, high patient volume was significantly associated with increased risk of in-hospital mortality (adjusted odds ratio [95% CI] = 1. Table 2 ). When patient volume was incorporated as a categorical variable into the GLMM model, although a high patient volume was significantly associated with high total healthcare costs and few hospital-free days at 90 days, the difference was not significant for in-hospital mortality (adjusted odds ratio [95% CI] = 1.40 [0.97-2.07] for each patient increase, p = 0.072) ( Table 3) . Table S4 and Additional file 9: Table  S5 , respectively. The AUROC of PBI for predicting in-hospital mortality was 0.82 in this population Patient severity was also adjusted by the hospital unique identifier as a random effect variable. IQR interquartile range, CI confidence interval, USD US dollars (Additional file 2: Figure S1A ). The GAMM plots of this cohort showed similar trends compared to those of the original study population (Additional file 10: Figure S5 ). In the GLMM model, in which patient volume was incorporated as a continuous variable, high patient volume was significantly associated with increased risk of in-hospital mortality (adjusted odds ratio Table 2 ). When patient volume was incorporated as a categorical variable into the GLMM model, a high patient volume was significantly associated with increased risk of in-hospital mortality, high total healthcare costs, and few hospital-free days at 90 days (Table 3) . For the population excluding patients who died within 2 days of admission, the risk adjustment model that we developed in this cohort had higher discriminative performance than PBI with an AUROC of 0.89 in the establishment cohort. The risk adjustment model was well calibrated in the validation cohort with an AUROC of 0.89, and the Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test had a p value of 0.425 (Additional file 2: Figure S1A and S1B). The issue of multicollinearity was eliminated in the regression model for risk adjustment since all the variance inflation factors in each variable were lower than two. A histogram of the hospital numbers and the volume of severe burn patients who survived for more than 2 days of admission is shown in Additional file 11: Figure S6 . A total of 4919 patients from 736 hospitals were analyzed. Patient characteristics of the multiple imputed and the naïve data are presented in Additional file 12: Table S6 and Additional file 13:  Table S7 , respectively. The GAMM plots for all of the outcomes showed similar trends compared to those of the original study cohort (Additional file 14: Figure  S7 ). In the GLMM model in which patient volume was incorporated as a continuous variable, although high patient volume was significantly associated with high total healthcare costs and few hospital-free days at 90 days, statistically significant difference was not observed for in-hospital mortality (adjusted odds ratio [95% CI] = 1.04 [0.98-1.10] for each patient increase, p = 0.174) ( Table 2 ). The findings from the GLMM model, in which patient volume was incorporated as a categorical variable, were similar to those in which patient volume was incorporated as a continuous variable (Table 3) .
Results of the cost analysis with additional adjustment for the length of hospital stay using GAMM and GLMM models were similar compared to those without adjustment for the length of hospital stay (Additional file 15: Figure S8 and Additional file 16: Table S8 ).
Discussion
In the present study, we retrospectively analyzed the Japanese nationwide administrative database and evaluated the association between patient volume per hospital and the outcomes in 5250 severe burn patients. To the best of our knowledge, this study was the first to demonstrate the association between severe burn patient volume and healthcare costs. Our findings demonstrated that a high severe burn patient volume was significantly associated with increased in-hospital mortality, high total healthcare costs per admission, and few hospital-free days, at least in current Japanese settings. As the DPC database contained almost all of the tertiary emergency medical centers and the majority of emergency hospitals, it could be assumed to represent real-world data in Japan. Several previous studies that have analyzed the DPC database showed the positive volume-outcome relationship for various diseases and procedures, such as severe trauma [3] , severe acute pancreatitis [27] , stroke [28] , pancreaticoduodenectomy [29] , and liver resection [30] . However, in this study, the favorable effects according to patient volume were not observed in severe burn patients, suggesting the necessity of further improvements in the Japanese severe burn care system from the perspective of patient mortality and socioeconomic costs.
As specialized management is generally required in severe burn patients, a volume-outcome relationship is theoretically expected in those patients. Recent reviews and practice guidelines recommended centralizing burn patients to specialized hospitals that receive a sufficient number of patients [6, 31] , and several countries, such as the USA and the UK, have established specific burn centers and have employed a patient centralizing system based on this assumption. However, there has been insufficient evidence justifying this strategy. Hranjec et al. [9] showed that hospitals with high burn volumes had the highest risk of mortality, and Pacella et al. [10] demonstrated that the mortality rate in high-volume hospitals was significantly higher than those in medium-low-volume hospitals in patients with extensive third-degree burns. Although another study [8] showed a volume-dependent decrease in mortality, it only included a pediatric population. Light et al. [32] reported that mortality did not linearly improve with patient volume; they found that it plateaued with increasing patient volumes. Furthermore, it should be noted that most of those studies included less severe cases that did not require specialized strategies.
On the other hand, it was reported that the treating hospital was an independent prognostic factor, in addition to already known risk factors such as age and the percentage of total body surface area burnt [9, 32] . It was also reported that there were significant differences in clinical practice between hospitals even though they were burn centers [33] . A previous study [34] reported that the magnitude of specialization, defined as caseload volume for the disease investigated to the overall throughput of the hospital, would affect patient outcomes in addition to conventional caseload volume measures. Well-performing hospitals might manage patients using specialized assets in addition to experience (patient volume), which could not be evaluated in database analyses. As Japan is lacking a centralized system for severe burn patients, severe burn patients are usually transferred to regional tertiary emergency hospitals where burn experts are not always available. Hence, excessive admission of severe burn patients could overwhelm the hospitals' capacity due to a shortage of materials and human resources. This could be one explanation for our findings that demonstrated high mortality rates in high volume facilities. A positive volume-outcome relationship might be achieved by the adequate centralization of not only patients but also healthcare resources.
In the present study, high severe burn patient volume was significantly associated with high total healthcare costs after adjustments for patient severity and length of hospital stay. As total healthcare costs evaluated in this study included some kinds of additional claims approved in only specific burn treating hospitals, high healthcare costs did not directly reflect the high intensity of treatments. However, our findings suggested that high volume hospitals provided a higher intensity of care during hospitalization. Specialized care for severe burn patients generally requires a multidisciplinary approach such as aggressive fluid resuscitation, analgesia, multistage escharotomy and skin grafting, and mental care [35] [36] [37] . In this study, high-intensity procedures such as mechanical ventilation, early phase escharotomy, or skin transplants were more frequently provided in high volume hospitals. Furthermore, our data also showed that high volume facilities were more likely to use expensive artificial or autologous cultured skin grafts. Although these differences could be partially explained by the differences in patient severity, differences in standard operating procedures between facilities (i.e., hospital preferences) would affect the daily practices and thus raise total healthcare costs. With the recent improvement in the mortality of severe burn patients, it has been reported that overall mortality was insufficient as an outcome measure and the importance of functional, scar, and psychological outcomes has been raised as clinical practice indicators [6, 38] . However, in this study, cost analyses for each practice and unrecorded outcomes such as mental, pain, and scar condition could not be conducted. Further large-scale studies investigating such indicators are necessary in the future.
Several limitations should be considered in interpreting the results of this study. First, this was a retrospective study that used an administrative database; therefore, unmeasured variables (e.g., vital signs, laboratory data, and burn mechanism: scald, flame, or chemical) that could influence the outcomes were not accounted for. Second, the smaller severe burn patient volume per hospital in Japan prevented the analysis of volume-outcome relationship for a larger range of patient volumes. Furthermore, because the number of high volume hospitals was limited, the outcomes in these high-volume hospitals would affect the results excessively. Third, the Japanese healthcare insurance system is generally not applied for specific cases, such as labor-related accidents, and the DPC database did not contain such cases. Fourth, we lacked data about the detailed quality and processes involved in multidisciplinary burn care that may contribute to the causal pathway linking hospital burn patient volumes and outcomes. Finally, because our results reflected only the settings of a country, further studies are needed to validate whether our results are applicable globally. Despite these limitations, this was the first large-scale observational study using real-world data that evaluated the current Japanese situation regarding severe burn care. Our findings demonstrated a significant association between high patient volumes and unfavorable outcomes, suggesting that experience (patient volume) only would be insufficient to achieve theoretically expected positive volume-outcome relationship in severe burn care, from the perspective of patient mortality and socioeconomic costs. A detailed review of the current Japanese system is necessary to identify the points for future improvements in severe burn care.
